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“At MAST, we aim to capitalize on those 15 minutes between 
valet and check-in – we want to you be noticed…” 

 

Born in Los Angeles, MAST was bred to embody casual elegance. Emulating 
California luxury, the brand launched with its signature, functional carryalls and is 
now methodically expanding to include in-demand essentials such as travel 
gear. 100% handmade and locally produced, each piece from the MAST 
collection is comprised of the highest quality materials. These investment worthy 
pieces are all individually produced, with their seasonal selections being limited 
edition. 
	  
Cultivating a following of individuals who appreciate the value of handmade 
accessories, MAST is the new “it” bag for well-traveled men and women across 
the globe. 

 
www.mastresort.com 

	  



	  



	  

	  
	  



Steve Solari | Creative Director  
A Southern California native who divides his time between the fast-paced Los 
Angeles scene and the eclectic, desert retreat city of Palm Springs, Steve’s 
innate ability to combine fashion with function resulted in the birth of MAST. The 
brand is an extension of his belief that excellent style is an essential part of living 
well. Influenced by raw beauty found in destinations around the globe, his 
passion for jet-setting creates the perfect platform for consistent, cutting edge 
design inspirations. Steve’s intricate career which has included a hybrid of 
interior design, luxury apparel development and art dealing, has sharpened his 
inherent ability to curate color, structure, and form.  

As Creative Director at MAST, Steve is committed to building a brand that 
exudes integrity and quality while creating opportunities close to home. 
Choosing to manufacture MAST in Los Angeles has enabled him to seek out 
some of the best craftsmen in the field, while ensuring that each step of MAST’s 
evolution is shaped by his personal touch. In his experience, the greatest reward 
often occurs when one is willing to take a risk. Just like his favorite drink, a 
Tanqueray and tonic with two limes, Steve never compromises for anything less 
than desired, which ultimately has made MAST a destination in a league of its 
own.  

 



Press | As Seen In... E! News| The 
Fabulist  

“Summer has started, and so have my weekend road trips. If you're looking for 
the perfect way travel from A to B, look no further than this Grey Suit bag from 
MAST. It literally fits everything you need into one amazingly stylish carry-on. It's 
business, boho and basically my new go-to bag for anything I'm doing." - Jenna, 
E! Online Fashion Editor  

	  



	  



	  
	  

MAST | Contact 
 

 

Steve Solari | Creative Director  

Retailer Inquiries  

E: Steve.Solari@MastResort.com  

 

Paula Steurer | Sterling Public Relations  

PR Opportunities  

E: Paula@SterlingPublicRelationsOC.com  

 

	  


